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THE

NEXT GENERATION
RADIAL DEVICE

The inflation point can be adjusted to the
precise location of the radial artery for
accurate results.

Requires a standard Luer lock syringe,
allowing for a secure connection between
ARC inflation valve and syringe.

The contoured design, structured
cuff, and ergonomic padding
ensures patient comfort.
Buckle and strap combination
ensures that the device is snug
and maintains wrist stability.

ARC
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The targeted inflation
system applies pressure to
only the radial artery.
Balloon designed to apply
precise pressure by fitting
into the radial groove.

ARC VS. COMPETITOR
APPLIED PRESSURE*
To achieve closure of the access site, only a minimal
amount of force over a small area is actually required.
The smaller and more localized the pressure area, the
less force that needs to be applied to the patient, and
ultimately the better chance the operator has to achieve
patent hemostasis.
TZ Medical has designed a device that (1) improves
patient comfort (2) covers enough area to maintain
effective control of the access site and (3) provides the
necessary focus of pressure to ensure patent
hemostasis can be achieved by following standard
hospital protocol.
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*Internal Engineering testing TZ Medical Inc. 2018
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Product Number

Band Size

Diameter

Box Quantity

RCB-0047

Small

5-6.5 inches

5 Each

RCB-0048

Medium

6-7.25 inches

5 Each

RCB-0049

Large

6.75-8.5 inches

5 Each

PIN-POINT ACCURACY.
CONSISTENT RESULTS.
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